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Spring is a beautiful time of year.

The sun is out longer, trees
and flowers are starting to bud. It feels great to get out of our houses and take walks
on the various trails we have in Muscatine (with more soon to come) – Discovery
Center is a favorite in our household.
Along with the beauty of the season, comes chances of turbulent weather. My family
and I have lived in the Muscatine-area for 10.5 years now. In that time, we have
witnessed the effects of four tornadoes in the area. The damage left behind is always
heart-wrenching to see. However, what has impressed me most, is the wonderful
way this community comes together to help each other with not only the clean-up
effort, but with helping those who have lost so much to get some organization and
calmness back into their lives. The way this community cares for and takes care of
each other is truly amazing.
Don’t forget – Muscatine has many non-profit organizations that could use a couple
hours of your time every week or month. Whatever your passion or interest – be it
kids, the elderly, the underprivileged – there’s a local organization that could use
your help. If you don’t already have something in mind, please contact my friend,
Nichole, at the United Way of Muscatine office at 563-263-5963 and ask her where
you can help. Or sign up at unitedwaymuscatine.galaxydigital.com.

— J anet Morrow Editor
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Know Your
Neighbors!

The Kleists
By Chris Steinbach

The names of two old TV shows – “All
in the Family” and “24” – define the
management style at Boonie’s on the
Avenue, 214 Iowa Avenue.
Four years ago, Mike and Teresa Kleist
opened the Muscatine restaurant they
run today with their sons, Chance, 26,
and Cord, 22.
“It’s the family that keeps it together,”
said Teresa. “One of us (the four of us) is
always here.”
Mike, whose nickname has been Boonie
since he was a teenager because he
often wore a Boondocks USA baseball
cap, says running the family business
takes up all of his time and attention –
even when he is watching TV at home
or playing with his dogs. He does those
things while he also keeps an eye on
the video feed from the restaurant’s
cameras.
“I never stop,” he said.
“I know who’s here. I
know if my help is doing their jobs. I know if
people are walking in
the door and not being greeted or being
thanked.”
“I’m thorough. I care. The thing I really
care most about here are the customers.
I know if they have a good experience
and they come back, we’re going to be
OK.”
Running the business is in the blood of
all of the Kleists. Mike, 62, and Teresa, 53,
have been married for 31 years. Boonie’s
on the Avenue is the fifth bar or restaurant Mike has owned in Muscatine over
the past 40 years. “I get all the credit, but
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The Kleist family: Cord, Teresa, Mike, and Chance.

my wife and my boys work a lot harder
than I do,” he said. “They put in a lot
more hours than I do.”
A Muscatine native, he had gotten out
of the restaurant and bar business and
was earning a living as a professional
poker player when he was asked
about five years ago
by developers Tom
and Ann Meeker if
he wanted to
open a restaurant in one of
their downtown
buildings.
“Tom asked me what I
wanted,” said Mike, who was
competing at the time in the World Series of Poker in Las Vegas. As he thought
about it, he became interested in doing
something at the former Button Factory
restaurant, which was being run at the
time by other owners.
As an alternative, Tom Meeker offered
the building on Iowa Avenue where
Mike had previously owned a bar called
Bootlegger’s.

“He told me he would make this place
something I could be proud of, which he
definitely has done,” he said of Meeker.
”We both thought this was a better fit.”
The size of the crowds that regularly fill
the house at Boonie’s indicate both men
made the right decision. At Bootlegger’s
25 years ago, Mike said, he had nights
where only five or six tables were served
all night. On good nights at Boonie’s, the
staff might serve 25 tables per hour.
“We have been very lucky. We don’t
have too many slow nights,” Mike said.
“It’s always pretty stable.”
On most Monday and Tuesday nights,
Boonie’s fills its tables while also helping
the community, giving 20 percent of its
gross sales to numerous charities and
nonprofit organizations.
“It can be a lot of money,” Teresa said.
Added Mike: “I love helping the community. I love helping all of these organizations … I’ll be honest, some of them, I’ve
never even heard of before.”
It wasn’t something the family had
thought about doing at Boonie’s until

they were approached by Jim Miller, executive director of the Muscatine-based
Youth Sports Foundation.
“He asked about having (a fundraiser)
here,” Mike said. “I said, ‘Awesome. We’d
love to do it.’ We started doing it and we
just never have stopped.”
Mike and Teresa Kleist aren’t people
who stop – or even slow down. A little
more than a year after opening Boonie’s,
they bought and took over Wine Nutz
in the Pearl Plaza building at 208 W.
Second St. The pace is slower at the
wine bar, which the Kleists don’t overly
promote or advertise because they
don’t want it to become just another
loud bar. It has become a popular place
for group parties.
“It’s the best-kept secret in Muscatine,”
Mike said.
The success of both businesses has him
thinking about opening a third establishment. He would like it to be a bar in
downtown Muscatine with an outdoor
seating area and 100 beers on tap.
“Finding all of these things is hard,” he
said, adding that the biggest challenge
might be finding the staff of 25 people
he would need to run the place.
“I’m always thinking about redoing the
ceiling, doing this, doing that,” he said
of making changes at Boonie’s. “New tables, new chairs, a lot of stuff that would
cost a lot of money.”
But those things aren’t needed, he
said, and wouldn’t help increase sales.
And that’s why he is considering the
challenge of creating something new. “I
need something to motivate me again,”
he said.

Proudly making

connections

in Muscatine with employees,
customers and families.

One thing is certain, he’ll put his heart
into the new business if he opens it.
There is no other way for Mike Kleist
to serve his customers at Boonie’s or
anyplace else.
“For me, it just comes naturally,” he said.
“I love the people who come here.” n
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It Takes
A Village
Volunteers Make A Huge Impact On Academics
By Tina Roth

As with most things, it started small.
Wesley United Methodist Church
Pastor, Bruce Ursin, and a few others,
at the encouragement of church
member Sonia Baker, who was a first
grade teacher at Franklin Elementary,
volunteered their time to tutor some
students.
Now four years later, a fabulous
volunteer partnership has grown
between a public school and a
community church that has created a
ripple positively effecting the entire
school and neighborhood.
Franklin Elementary Principal, Jason
Wester, points to recent data results as
evidence.
Historically, Franklin has hovered at
the bottom of the district in chronic
absenteeism (defined as missing 10
percent or more days of school) with
around 25 percent of its students
habitually missing from the classrooms.
But when the data was calculated for
the first semester of the 2016-17 school
year, the results indicated a turnaround
– Franklin students were definitely
attending more school with chronic
absenteeism down to nine percent.
“We moved from the bottom of the
district to the top,” said Wester.
In addition to attendance, Franklin
students’ academic growth has also
crept up the ladder in comparison to
the rest of the district. From September
4 Muscatine Magazine • Spring 2017

to January, reading scores went from
56 percent of students reading at the
benchmark level of proficiency to 67
percent.
“A ten percent improvement is huge,”
stressed Wester.
A major contributing factor, Wester
feels, is the small army of volunteers
from Wesley United Methodist Church
that can be found on any given day
reading with students, chatting with
them during lunch and contributing
to special events, such as the school
carnival.
“The volunteer efforts have made a
huge impact on our academics as
well as the climate and culture of our
classrooms,” stressed Wester. “They give
the students one more reason to come
to school. Our students are benefitting
from the additional academic support,
as well as the positive role models.”
And according to Wester, the results on
paper are just a portion of the benefits

“Our students are

benefitting from
the additional
academic support,
as well as the
positive role
models.”

Franklin students are receiving from the
relationship with the Wesley volunteers.
“So much is not measured through data
and assessments,” explained Wester.
“The intangibles are just as important.”
“Some of these kids just need the social
and emotional support,” he added.
“Once that basic need is met, they can
begin to focus on the academic.”
Baker, who last year left teaching
to serve to serve as the Director of
Christian Education and Community
Outreach at Wesley, helped spearhead
the volunteer program four years ago.
She knew from her teaching experience
that so many of the students’ families
have the desire to see their children
succeed, they just do not have the time
and resources. And that was where the
volunteers could help.
“We have volunteers who come in just
to eat lunch with a student and talk with
them to let them know, ‘I care about you
and that you come to school,’” she said.
— Continued on page 18

THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME.
Bridgestone is proud to support the Muscatine community, where you’ll find our teammates hard
at work and play. Being involved is an important part of our business. It’s our passion. It’s our home.

www.BridgestoneAmericas.com

/BridgestoneTires

@Bridgestone

/BridgestoneTires

/Company/Bridgestone

From the old high school
basement to the spacious
glass-fronted former
HNI headquarters,
Muscatine’s library is
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hours, and the earliest city museum,
which showcased a Boepple button
machine. Across from the octagonal
circulation desk, a serpent twined
around the marble bubbler. Children
climbing the outside stairs knew
to avoid the “poison step,” the one
stamped “1901;” if you trod on it,
someone in your family would die.
In 1965, P.M.’s son Clifton and his wife,
Margaret, donated the money to
enlarge the library. The books moved to
a storefront on West 2nd Street while an
extension was added.
Five years later, it was clear the original
— Continued on page 9

By Misty Urban, Writers on the Avenue and
Sheila Chaudoin, Photograph Archivist and
Local Historian, Musser Public Library

When it moves

later this year
to the building donated by HNI on
the corner of 2nd Street and Walnut,
Musser Public Library will leave the only
location it has ever known.
In 1900, Peter Miller (“P.M.”) Musser
donated the land and funds to build
at the corner of Iowa Avenue and 3rd
Street, the site of an old blacksmith
shop, and the library, then operating
from the basement of the old high
school, had its first real home.
The P.M. Musser Library opened its
doors in 1901. The first book checked
out of the new library was Elizabeth and
her German Garden.
A Chicago architect designed the
graceful façade of red limestone
brick and a matching red-tiled roof.
Tall stained glass windows shed light
into the adult and children’s reading
rooms. The broad space upstairs
accommodated a lecture hall, story
Muscatine Magazine • Spring 2017 7
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Moving on Up!
Continued from page 7 —

building needed replacing. The
library had been built over a
portion of Papoose Creek that runs
west toward the river. The pilings
supporting the building were
thought to be shifting, causing
cracks in the walls. When the
original edifice was torn down, the
pilings couldn’t be budged. Crews
had to dynamite them out.

The Muscatine Art Center is located at 1314
Mulberry Avenue in Muscatine, Iowa. Hours are
Tuesday through Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., Thursday evenings until 7:00 p.m., and
Saturday and Sunday from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.

During construction, patrons came
to the 1965 addition and requested
a book from the window. A librarian
on the ground floor wrote out the
request, put it in the dumbwaiter,
and sent it upstairs to the second
floor stacks, where another librarian
located the book and lowered it
back down.
P.M.’s grandchildren, John and
Marion, contributed to the 1971
rebuild, making them the third
generation of Mussers to offer
shelter to Muscatine’s books.

Not So Ordinary:
Iowa Regionalists and
Scenes of Rural Life

The library and its collection of
about 105,000 items have long
outgrown the Musser gift and the
Library Board of Directors have
searched for new facilities several
times. The Clark House took over the
original parking lot, and when the
old YMCA became MCSA, the library
found itself landlocked.

On view March 9 through
July 30, 2017

The former HNI headquarters will
provide the library with a parking lot,
a beautiful view of the river, and over
ten thousand feet of additional space.
Among the historical treasures
making the move are an extensive
collection of photographs by Oscar
Grossheim and the Bamford and
Colonial studios, the court cases of
Norman Baker, and Muscatine High
School yearbooks and graduation
programs spanning over a century.
While the services of the library will
continue to evolve, the library will
remain an archive of memories and
records of Muscatine’s unique place
on the Great Bend of the river, and
a storehouse of the vibrant cultural
history of Muscatine. n

Iowa prairie is fertile ground for both
farms and artists. As a world-famous
artist and the son of a farmer, Grant
Wood captured the everyday beauty
of Iowa’s land and people. As a child,
he taught himself how to draw with
charcoal sticks from the kitchen stove.
At age 14, he entered a lifelike drawing
of oak leaves to a national contest and
won third prize. As a teacher and one
of the founders of the Stone City Art
Colony, Grant Wood inspired many
fellow Iowa artists to tell the stories of
rural America.
Not So Ordinary is an exhibition
featuring the Muscatine Art Center’s
remarkable Iowa Regionalist collection.
Visitors to the exhibition can compare
paintings and prints by Grant Wood to
works by Marvin Cone, John Bloom,
Alma Held, Arnold Pyle, Juanita Jamison,
Harold Allison, and others, including
Muscatine’s own, William Bunn. Some
of these artists are connected to Grant
Wood through the Stone City Art Colony,

Top: Grant Wood, Vegetable Garden, Oil
on canvas, 1924. Made possible in part
through gifts from the Muscatine Art Center Support Foundation, the Jack and June
Rigler Memorial Funds, and Maria Zerbe
Norton.
Bottom: Harold Allison, The Wooded Hill, oil
on board, circa 1935. Collection of the
Muscatine Art Center.

while others overlapped at the University
of Iowa’s School of Art. Some completed
Public Works of Art Project (PWAP)
murals under the supervision of Grant
Wood, while others also exhibited in the
Iowa Art Salon in the 1930s.
The exhibition highlights the
connections these Iowa artists shared
with Grant Wood and one another.
Admission to the exhibition is free of
charge. Donations are appreciated. n
Muscatine Magazine • Spring 2017 9

It

is easy being

green

Environmental Stewardship And Consumer Value
Key In MP&W’s Push for Alternative Energy Programs
By Tina Roth
The old tale of which is more powerful
– the wind or the sun – takes on a new
twist at Muscatine Power & Water. It
turns out that, when it comes to being
“green” energy sources, both of them
exercise considerable muscle.
In mid-December 2016, power from
the South Fork Wind Farm silently and
seamlessly was added to MP&W’s energy portfolio. Located in southern Minnesota, the farm features six new wind-turbine generators dedicated to MP&W
that can produce up to 13 Megawatts of
power. MP&W anticipates about 5.6% of
10 Muscatine Magazine • Spring 2017

its customer’s energy requirements will
be provided by wind.

wind farms are few and far between
with the right financial profile.

“We have been looking to diversify our
energy portfolio for some time,” said Sal
LoBianco, MP&W General Manager. “We
need opportunities that fit our size of
scale and make it financially feasible for
Muscatine Power & Water to offer the
least impact on rates for our customers.”

LoBianco explained that finding the
right wind farm provider was a careful
combination of size, logistics and costs.
The Minnesota location was chosen
because it was a region with good potential wind energy, the facility was the
right size for the needs of the Muscatine
community, and the location is close
enough to Muscatine to not incur additional expenses.

“We have been working with this
developer since 2012,” LoBianco added.
“There are not a lot of opportunities for
wind power locally. The best wind energy in the state is in northwest Iowa. And,

“The costs of wind power have come
down significantly over the years,” he ex-

plained. “However, we still had to find a
facility that was not so large that the net
cost would negatively impact our rates.”
“MP&W absorbs the overall costs of the
wind power because the magnitude of
the costs – $300,000 or less annually – is
not large when you look at the overall
budget we operate on,” LoBianco explained. “Adding wind power will have a
minimal impact on our rates.”

Solar Power
From the blustering wind to the blistering sun – solar power is also a focus for
MP&W. The company recently began
polling community interest in establishing a “solar garden” for customers interested in decreasing their reliance on
fossil fuels with an affordable alternative
source of energy. Unlike the wind power program, participation in the solar
garden would be completely optional.
A community solar garden places the
responsibility of the installation and
maintenance of a solar power source on
the utility, and allows a large group of
customers to harness the sun’s energy in
a more affordable system than private,
individual systems. Use of the “garden”
would be available to both residential
and commercial/industrial customers
who buy shares in MP&W Solar Solutions. Customers that participate will
select their shares level and make a onetime buy-in investment. The larger the
garden, the lower the cost will be per
share. MP&W currently owns property
on the south side of Muscatine, which
they anticipate using for the facility.
“By using a community solar garden, it
opens up solar use to a much broader
audience. Individual solar units are

expensive. Not only are the economics
more favorable for people to afford, but
some people just don’t have a property
ideal for efficient solar systems,” explained LoBianco.
With a community garden, homeowners won’t have to worry about the
orientation of their house or what their
neighborhood allows. Many people also
live in treed neighborhoods that are
not conducive to solar use. Others don’t
have a roof that would accommodate
solar panels. Still others are renters.
Solar energy would be available for all
these groups with the installation of
a facility operated and maintained by
MP&W.
While there is currently no defined date
for creating the solar garden, LoBianco
pointed out that federal subsidies on
such energy programs are about to
expire, so community input is greatly
needed for them to move forward in
the near future. Customers interested in
learning more can follow the link on the
MP&W website: www.mpw.org/utilities/
electric/renewable-energy/community-solar-garden/express-your-interest (Signing
up is not a commitment, but simply
your indication that you are interested
in learning more about the benefits and
costs of being part of the program.)

A Company Core Value
While operating with alternative sources
is not required in the U.S., yet, MP&W is
proactively making choices to diversify
their operations that will make them
compliant with government regulations
when they are enacted.
“Environmental stewardship is part of
our company core values,” stated Brandy

Olson, MP&W Director, Legal & Regulatory Services. “We are very mindful of
the imprint of our operations on both
the environment and our customers. We
see the direction the future is going and
are taking steps to making good choices
to diversify our operations to reduce our
carbon footprint, while still retaining our
rate value for our customers.”
In addition to the wind and solar power
programs, MP&W has several other programs in place that customers can take
advantage of for improving their utility
costs, while simultaneously decreasing
their use of fossil fuels. Among them are
a rebate program for purchasing new
energy-efficient appliances or installing a geothermal heating and cooling
system, as well as a light bulb exchange
program which encourages customers
to switch from the old incandescent
bulbs to the more energy efficient CFL
variety. In addition, MP&W employs
one person dedicated to performing
energy audits to assist customers in
identifying changes or improvements
they can make to conserve energy and
save money.
A combination of company-wide alternative energy programs and increased
consumer awareness is the ideal scenario for meeting MP&W’s goals of tending
to the environment while providing
outstanding customer value.
“As a municipality, we have to benefit
the community,” concluded LoBianco.
“We are proud of the low rates we have
– we are lower than the state and national average – and our high reliability.
An active reinvestment program in new
energy programs is just one more way
of serving our community and living up
to our core values.” n

MISO (Midcontinent Independent Transmission System Operator)
MP&W is a transmission owning and load serving entity
member of MISO and participates in MISO’s centrally cleared
energy market. All energy delivered to MP&W’s customers is
purchased from the MISO market and all energy produced
by MP&W is sold into the MISO market. MISO Local Resource

Zone – the MISO capacity market is broken into resource
zones to ensure the energy from generation/capacity resources within each zone is able to flow to loads within that
zone. MP&W falls in MISO Local Resource Zone 3.
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Continuing to Grow Services in
By Kim Warren

The Community Foundation of Greater
Muscatine (CFGM) was incorporated in
1999 by a group of local business and
religious leaders looking to organize
a more collaborative effort of funding
various needs in our community. They
researched other community foundations throughout the nation and knew
that such an organization would greatly
benefit Muscatine County.
According to Iowa Community Foundations.org of which CFGM is a member:
“Iowa Community Foundations are
tax-exempt, charitable organizations
created by and for the people of our state’s
diverse communities. We are here to help
Iowans make a positive, local impact by
offering a variety of tools to help people
achieve their charitable goals and do
good work in their communities that lasts
forever.” See www.iowacommunityfoundations.org
The CFGM was one of the first 100
accredited community foundations in
the state of Iowa. There are over 500

accredited community foundations in
the United States.
The overall goal of the CFGM is to
improve the quality of life in Muscatine
County through philanthropy. When
Judi Holdorf, CFGM Executive Director,
joined the organization in January 2008,
CFGM had 3.5 million dollars in assets
-- today it has 15.5 million dollars. Judi
is proud of that increase because that
means there’s many more assets that
can serve our County and address local
needs.

Re-Granting Program
The CFGM is most known for the
services it provides to more than 100
local nonprofits through their County
Endowment Re-Granting Program. This
program is funded annually by a percentage of Iowa’s commercial gaming
tax revenue. These funds are distributed
to qualified community foundations
in counties that do not have a state-issued gaming license/gaming center.
Over the last granting cycle (there are
two sessions a calendar year) a total of

nearly $95,000 was awarded through 53
grants to nonprofit groups in Muscatine
County. See www.muscatinecommunityfoundation.org/community-foundation-greater-muscatine-awards-48099-local-charitable-organizations

Additional Assistance to
Non-profits
Because the process to become a 501(c)
(3) is complex and expensive, CFGM
can serve as the 501(c)(3) for a small
nonprofit. Knowing that under the
umbrella of the CFGM donations will
be used specifically for the purpose as
intended, donors can be confident in
the non-profit’s credibility and ability to
accurately record the donors’ charitable
tax deductions.
In addition, CFGM gives nonprofits a
place to set up funds with administrative oversight and investment services;
can help nonprofits with receiving
complex gifts such as insurance, stocks,
and bequests; and coordinates a free
office supply program available only to
nonprofits.

The overall goal of the CFGM is to improve the quality
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Muscatine County and Beyond
Assistance to Individuals
and Businesses
A lesser-known service of the CFGM is
back-end office support for individual
and business philanthropy including
investment services. Many individuals
and businesses trust the CFGM to advise
them on their donations because of the
knowledge that the CFGM has of all the
various nonprofits and needs in Muscatine County.
Another service CFGM can provide to
individuals is recording all of their donation information for tax purposes. For
example, an individual with an account
at the CFGM can have the Foundation
send United Way of Muscatine their annual donation as well as additional gifts
to multiple other groups. All the documentation is available at CFGM offering
a huge benefit to donors at tax time.
Companies and individuals use the
CFGM’s granting process to ensure that
their donations are being used where
the greatest needs exist in the county.

CFGM Expands
The CFGM recently expanded to include
the Community Foundation of Louisa
County (CFLC) as an affiliate of their
organization. The relationship between
CFLC and CFGM started after the natural
disasters of the 2007 tornado and 2008
flood. These two organizations were at
the table together during the disaster
recovery meetings held at United Way
of Muscatine. This is when their relationship of working together first began,
creating a strong bond.
The benefits to CFLC being an affiliate
include the ability to use CFGM’s accreditation, which makes any donation to a
Louisa County endowment eligible for the
Endow Iowa Tax Credit (a great tax benefit
to donors). They also gained access to the
investment philosophy and expertise of
the CFGM Investment Committee. This
is also a win for CFGM because it allows
them the benefit of being able to serve
more people in our area.
Recently West Liberty started an endowment with CFGM to ensure their com-

munity needs were addressed now and
into the future with a granting program.
The Muscatine County scholarship program through CFGM has expanded in
recent years. The Wilton School District
also benefits from working with CFGM
for the awarding of multi-year scholarships to their students.
Judi sees plenty of opportunity to keep
expanding services in Muscatine County. She knows that many local nonprofits can use help learning about planned
giving, how to accept gifts of insurance
and IRA’s, and how to start endowments
-- a program called an “acorn endowment.” It only takes $1,000 to open an
endowment with the promise that they
will work to grow it to $10,000 over a
10-year time period. Judi added that
most nonprofits do not need 10 years to
reach this goal.
Learn more about the Community
Foundation of Greater Muscatine at
www.muscatinecommunityfoundation.org. n

of life in Muscatine County through philanthropy.
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Bike, Skate, Run or Walk to Your Nearest Trail
By Nora Dwyer

Where would that be? Closer than you
think, thanks to the dedication and
vision of the Muscatine Trail Committee.
A diverse group of volunteers, city and
county staff and members of other
organizations are working to ensure
residents have full access to a trail
system that connects them to key local
features and links to nature.
Randy Hill, former Muscatine Public
Works Director, is back in action
under contract for the city and can
regularly be seen with his signature
“Trail Master” hat. His task is to
organize and implement part of the
Muscatine Comprehensive Plan to
provide residents with easy access to
trails throughout the city. “Overall we
are concerned with the health of our
community,” Hill says, as to why the
trails committee is so dedicated to
projects that have occurred and are
planned for 2017.

Musser Park to Wiggans Road Trail, will
be a key feature for the city this year,
said Andrew Fangman, Muscatine City
Planner. “It’s pretty exciting to see
this asset be developed for the city,”
Fangman says about the new Park and
the trail that connects it to the rest of
the city. “The trail to Deep Lakes will
substantially increase our mileage, from
a little over 4 miles to more than 9.”
According to Jim Edgemond, Muscatine
City Engineer, bids for the trail are
expected this spring. After public

Additional trail plans
• Kent Stein Park to Discovery Park;
• Along Mad Creek to Washington
St. connecting that trail to the
Riverfront;
• Along Mad Creek from Washington
St. connecting to the existing Mad
Creek Greenbelt Trail at Lake Park
Ave.;

Health improvement has been a
significant building block for Muscatine,
since it was certified as a Blue Zones
Project Community® in July, 2014.
“Moving naturally is a key principal
of the Blue Zones Project,” says Jodi
Hansen, Blue Zones Project Muscatine,
Community Lead. “Adding trails and
sidewalks that enable people to make
the healthy choice the easy choice
allows us to build movement into
everyday life.”

hearings, and should the city council
approve the trail, construction could
start as early as April.

The new trails, especially the Kent
Stein to Deep Lakes Park Trail, will be
constructed following the Complete
Streets Policy, implemented in 2013.
The policy requires all new trails or
sidewalks to be safe for all users. The
city’s policy has been recognized by
city planners nationally as a model for
other communities to follow. The Deep
Lakes trail, formerly designated as the

Several trails were planned as part of
the Muscatine Comprehensive Plan
adopted by the city council in August,
2013. As stated in the city document,
the multi-use trails are planned to “serve
as the local segment of the national
Mississippi River Trail and the American
Discovery Trail, and are a recreational
amenity that enhances the quality of life
of Muscatine residents.”

• Connecting Cedar St. Trail and the
Riverfront Trail; and
• Connecting the Mulberry Ave./U.S.
61 Bypass to the existing Mad
Creek Greenbelt Trail at the U.S. 61
by-pass underpass.

Fangman said that when the plan was
approved Deep Lakes Park was not
envisioned, however the addition of the
park and the subsequently revised trail
provided a way to connect the southern
part of the city to the rest of the system.
Kurt Weiss, director of the Muscatine
County Conservation Board, explains
that the W.G. Block Company donated
the 435-acre park to the county for
recreational use in 2012. Since that time,
two boat ramps have been installed and
a beach area was opened last year. Trails
and overnight cabins are expected to
be added as funds are secured. Weiss
envisions visitors to Kent Stein Park
being able to use the facilities during
their stay in Muscatine. “Eventually
the cabins will be available and I
could see people staying there during
tournaments,” Weiss says.
The new trail will connect the county
park to the community. As a two-way
path, it will allow residents to get to
the park to enjoy fishing, swimming or
other water sports, such as kayaking
and paddle boarding while encouraging
visitors to explore more of the outdoor
amenities Muscatine has to offer.
Other outdoor enthusiasts like Greg
Harper of Harper’s Cycling and Fitness
sees the new trail and the overall trail
plan for the city as positive as well.
“Having an option to ride off of the city
streets is a good thing,” said Harper.
He says increasing the trail system is a
way to encourage residents, especially
families wanting to ride together, with
a safe option. He adds that other,
larger communities might have more
extensive and longer trail systems, but
any trail that will encourage residents to
participate in a safe outdoor activity is
good for the community.
Creating and maintaining the trail is
one element of the Muscatine Trails
— Continued on next page
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The new trail is one element of the
local plan, however the Muscatine Trails
Committee envisions the long-term
objective to connect Muscatine’s trails
with others in the region as is stated in
the city’s Comprehensive Plan. The first
step is a proposed link from the Deep
Lakes Park Trail to Louisa County. The
suggested route would travel from Deep
Lakes Park and use either a road share
or other arrangement and eventually
run near property owned by the local
Monsanto facility before connecting to

Continued from previous page —

Committee. Signage and beautification
is another element that involves Hannah
Howard, field coordinator for Trees
Forever, who has been tasked with trail
visioning. Benches, trailhead signs and
distance markers will be needed along
the routes to help users navigate their
course and have a better experience
overall. Howard is looking for volunteers
to help with this aspect of the trail
development. She can be reached at:
www.treesforever.org.

Louisa County via Ogilvie Avenue. As
for the north end of Muscatine County,
there has been discussion of how to
connect with Scott County via trails in
Wildcat Den State Park and continuing
to Buffalo.
Eventually organizers hope Muscatine
can become a more prominent waypoint
for both the American Discovery Trail and
the Mississippi River Trail n
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Made in
Muscatine

The Art of
Dressmaking
By Danni Zumwalt
There is no item quite as important
to a bride on her wedding day than
her gown. This importance dates back
hundreds of years as this simple flow of
fabric signified a woman’s worth.
The wedding tradition began as a business deal between families. A simple
merger set to the tune of a wedding
waltz and the bride was to look her best
to impress her prospective family. The
amount and the expense of the fabric
demonstrated one’s fortune. Longer,
fuller, gowns became a status symbol
as the time and effort put into making
such a piece was a luxury few could
afford. Most women opted to wear their
Sunday best on their special day as they
simply could not spare funds for such an
expenditure.
Today we view this union as one of love,
as opposed to one of business. That
being said, most brides consider the
gown as important today as it was over
a hundred years ago.
The art of dressmaking begins with
a dream — a specific view of exactly
what color, fabric, and flow is desired to
create the perfect gown for the perfect
day. Chris SyWassink knows all too well
of this importance, as she has been a
part of many bride’s special day. “It is an
honor to be a part of this. I most certainly don’t just do this for the money. I do
it because I love it! I do it because there
is no other feeling quite like hearing a
bride say that she feels beautiful.”
Chris has been making gowns for over
twenty-seven years. Honing in on her
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art through the many hours of delicate
and deliberate stitching, beading, and
attaching applique to make unique
masterpieces for that one special day.
“I grew up sewing,” she says, pressing a
needle deeper into the tiny pincushion
on her wrist. “Both my mother and aunt
were seamstresses; and I would sew with
my grandmother. I absolutely love it.”
Bridal gowns, SyWassink says, are a feat
all of their own. “A bridal gown is very
distinct from other forms of sewing. It
involves not only an immense amount
of time and effort, but a specific vision
as brides know exactly what they want.
Brides can be pretty intense and they
are in charge. It is my job to do what
they want and I know that I’ve done my
job when I see them look in the mirror
and say, ‘I feel beautiful!’ That is where I
get my satisfaction.”
She prides herself not only on her

work, but the relationships she nurtures
through the process. “My support doesn’t
start and end with the dress. I have
been a personal attendant at many
weddings, as well as a consultant, using
my resources to ensure my clients don’t
have to choose between quality and
expense.”
Chris sews far more than wedding
gowns, as she has also used her self-proclaimed ‘loving hands’ to outfit an entire
musical, produce dance costumes, prom
dresses, Quinceanara dresses, Christening gowns and children’s clothes. n
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It Takes a Village
Continued from page 4 —

She added, “A church is such a big body
with such a large pool of talents and
resources. Whenever we have asked,
people have said, ‘Well, I can do that!’ We
have had an overwhelming response.”
According to Wesley Pastor Bruce
Ursin, the volunteer program at Franklin
was also a direct outgrowth of Wesley’s
participation in a program called the
Healthy Church Initiative. As part of the
Initiative, Wesley members adopted a
formal purpose “to make disciples of Jesus
Christ for the transformation of the world,”
and the vision statement, “Transforming
lives through hands-on ministry with
children and families in need.”
“Once we had the purpose and vision
written, we thought, ‘well, how do
we do that?” said Ursin. “And then we
thought, ‘Why not Franklin?”
Volunteers from teenagers to age 90
participate in many ways from the
standard reading and homework
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assistance to lunch buddies to running
the school carnival. They made snack
bags for students to enjoy while taking
the Iowa Assessment tests and raised
funds to take students on a field trip
to the movie theater. For the past two
years, church members have sponsored
Franklin families at Christmas, and they
recently donated 170 new books to the
library. They even held summer outdoor
services in the neighborhood park.
And the kids aren’t the only ones
benefitting.
“Many of our volunteers have said, ‘I
hope the kids are getting as much out
of this as I am!” pointed out Baker.
The program has grown from that
handful of volunteers to 25 this year,
enabling them to expand from the
pre-K through 2nd grade classrooms
into the 3rd to 5th grades.
“We expanded it to the upper
elementary this year because we saw
the difference our volunteers were
making at the early childhood level,”
said Wester. “At Franklin, it is a team

effort. And we consider our volunteers
from Wesley to be a part of that team.”
Students are always welcomed at
Wesley events such as Vacation Bible
School and other church programs.
But Ursin and Baker both stress that
the goal has never been to gain new
parishioners.
“Our reason is not to get them in our
church -- to not be self serving -- but
to serve our community,” emphasized
Ursin. “We thought the best way we
could help the community and get out
of the pews and really live up to our
vision is through the schools.”
Baker agreed, “We would love to have
them in our church, and if they come
that is great, but our goal is being the
hands and feet of Christ outside of the
church.”
She concluded, “This is a no-stringsattached effort. It is about building
relationships and a support system for
these kids. Our purpose is to help the
students and their families pure and
simple.” n
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